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Picture This A story told mostly in photographs

%W�E�GIVXM½IH�GERMRI�½XRIWW�QEWXIV�XVEMRIV��'EVSP�*VEWWS��PIJX��MW�ER�I\TIVX�MR�GERMRI� 
body mechanics, anatomy, functional movement, behavior, and nutrition. She employs this  

ORS[PIHKI�EX�LIV�GERMRI�WTE�ERH�½XRIWW�GPYF��;SS½R[EKKPI�MR�6EPIMKL�

D ogs, like people, need distractions — such as 
regular exercise — to combat boredom and 
decrease anxiety, experts say.  Carol Frasso of 

the K9 �tness club Woo�nwaggle of Raleigh knows all 
about that. Her gym, whose motto is "Get Fit.  
Get Flu�y," conducts classes with such names as 

"Fitness with your Fur-Baby." �e ASPCA, for one, 
notes that behavioral problems can result from lack of 
play and exercise, includes destructive chewing or 
digging, barking, and whining for attention. "Some 
people don't like going to the gym, but with a dog, 
you have a built-in gym partner," Frasso says.

Getting fit with Fido!
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Clockwise from above:

In addition to creating a safe place for dogs to  
[SVO�SR�XLIMV�½XRIWW��;SS½R[EKKPI�TVSZMHIW�E�WTEGI 
 for humans to work out with their best friends. 

-R�EHHMXMSR�XS�SJJIVMRK�½XRIWW�GPEWWIW��GPMIRXW�EX� 
;SS½R[EKKPI�GER�EPWS�WGLIHYPI�E�FEXL�SV�TIHMGYVI�

Standing on a balance ball helps dogs like Molly  
strengthen their legs and core muscles. Having good  
½XRIWW�MW�NYWX�EW�MQTSVXERX�JSV�HSKW�EW�MX�MW�JSV�LYQERW�
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At left, If you’ve ever  
given a dog a bath,  

you know that it can take 
forever for fur to dry! 

Frasso and friend  
Connie  Adams have been 

working to create 
reversible bathrobes  

for dogs to help dry them 
completely after a bath.

Many of Frasso’s clients are 
interested in obedience 
and socialization training,  

including how to keep dogs 
calm, happy and safe in 
public settings.  At right, 

Maddy Johns in foreground 
with Stella and  

Gaella Materne in back 
with Molly wait to  
FIKMR�E�RI[�I\IVGMWI�

A portion of  
Carol Frasso's  
class consists 
SJ�WPS[��VIPE\EXMSR� 
I\IVGMWIW�HIWMKRIH� 
to deepen the  
bond of trust  
between dog  
and owner.
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Ash Benton, 11,  
from Raleigh, goes  
everywhere with  
her Javanese dog, Aly.  
She says she loves  
GSQMRK�XS�;SS½R[EKKPI� 
JSV�KVSYT�I\IVGMWI� 
saying, “it’s more fun  
than gym.”

Molly practices  
sitting at attention  
in a distracting  
situation as  
Gaella Materne  
works on  
strength training.
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